


Winning the Game
Every game of Viridian represents a battle against the humans. Your goal is to defeat as many enemies as 
possible - place enough of your troops within striking distance to take them down. Every defeated enemy is 
another addition to your war resume. Additionally, every battle has speci!c goals you must meet in order to 
survive. Regardless of your score, if you do not meet the mission goal, you die. Not only are you battling for 
survival, but you’re also !ghting to become the next leader of Viridian. "e player with the highest score 
becomes the next Viridian High Marshal. 

Setup
Give one playsheet and one pencil to each player. 
Shu#e the animal cards and human cards and 
place them near all the players in two facedown 
decks with room for discard piles. Shu#e the battle 
goal deck and randomly draw one, placing it where 
all players can see it, along with the pair of dice.

Components

28 Animal Cards
20 Human Cards
6 Battle Goal Cards

 2 Six Sided Dice
 1+ Pencil/Eraser
 1+ Playsheet

Introduction

"e sprawling Great Bear Rainforest of British Columbia has
remained untouched by humankind. It’s thousand year old red 
cedars and 300 foot Sitka spruces shadow uncharted paths. "e 
forest has grown wild and unscathed. Until now.

In humanity’s quest for wealth and resources they have pushed 
further and further into the dense overgrowth. Only this time 
they’ve traversed too far. In the depths of this Canadian forest lies the Viridian, an army of animals sworn to 
protect their home. Once content to hide, these high functioning animals with human-like cognition have 
nowhere le$ to go. It’s time to !ght.

"e attack against the invading human forces is led by Viridian High Marshal Caal, a vicious, but aging 
gorilla. Having narrowly escaped the Vancouver Zoo, Caal was successful in uniting a ragtag group of animals 
that sought refuge in the forest. "e group became organized and strengthened under his leadership, but now he 
is looking for a successor. You, a young general, must join this !ght.



Human Placement
Flip over the top card of the human deck. !e card will have a human type (including the 
symbol for that human) and a geometric shape. Someone rolls the two dice. Each player 
must draw that geometric shape on their playersheet with at least one human unit square 
covering the coordinates made by the dice.

For example, if you roll a 1 and a 5, the player must draw the shape on their gamesheet in 
such a way that one of the boxes covers a (1,5) or (5,1) spot. As the "rst play of the game, 
this would give you 8 possible options. 

When drawing a geometric shape, you can rotate it or #ip it in any way you want, as long 
as it maintains the same spacing and shape as in the picture. When placing the unit on 
your player sheet, you may choose to draw the unit symbol, use the "rst letter of the unit 
type, "ll in its color, or any combination.

If a player is unable to place an enemy on the numbers rolled, they choose to place that 
shape anywhere on their board. If a player is unable to "t an enemy’s shape on their board 
at all, their battle is done and they can begin tallying their score. If the human deck ever 
runs out, simply shu$e the discard pile together and set the pile face down again.

Human Units
Exterminator: uses poisonous spray to kill o% pests from resources. Takes 1 hit to defeat.

Torcher: uses #amethrowers to burn away “useless” materials. Takes 2 hits to defeat.

Mech: uses powerful robotic suits to harvest resources. Takes 4 hits to defeat.

Gameplay
Every round has two phases:
1. Human placement 
2. Animal placement

Human Symbols

Exterminator Torcher Mech

4

4

6

Infantry

Special Forces

Animal Symbols

Aviation

Animal Placement
Flip over the top two cards of the animal deck. !e cards will have 
an animal type (including the symbol for that animal) and a
geometric shape. Each player gets to choose one geometric shape to 
draw on their playersheet, even though cards may have multiple 
geometric options available. !e dice is not rolled for animal placement. 
!e animal unit may be placed wherever the player decides. If a player 
cannot "t a shape on their board, they do not play.

When drawing a geometric shape, you can rotate it or #ip it in any way you 
want, as long as it maintains the same spacing and shape as in the picture. When 
placing the unit on your player sheet, you may choose to draw the unit symbol, use 
the "rst letter of the unit type, or "ll in its color.

Animal Units
Infantry: small animals that damage one adjacent enemy.
Special Forces: large animals that damage two adjacent enemies or one adjacent enemy twice.
Aviation: #ying animals that damage one enemy in an adjacent line up to two spaces away.



Option 1
Kim decides to focus on attacking the Torchers. Torchers 
require 2 hits. Since her aviation attack can reach 2 squares 
away, she will combine her aviation with her 
Infantry to take out the lower le& Torcher. Her Special Forces 
can use 2 attacks on 1 square to eliminate the remaining Torcher.

Defeating Enemies
To win the game, players need to defeat the human ravagers. To do that, they need to place their animals in such a 
way that they can damage the enemies near them. Since some enemies take more than one damage to defeat, players 
need to think strategically about where to place their troops. Keep in mind that damage does not need to be assigned 
until the very end of the game, so you can change your mind about present attacks based on future cards.

Battle Goal
At the beginning of each game a random battle goal card is drawn. !is 
represents a speci"c command that High Marshall Caal needs you to focus 
on during the battle. Your ability to accomplish the task(s) the High 
Marshall has set for you will go a long way in convincing him that you can 
be the successor he has been searching for. !ey will also outline a survival 
condition that must be met or else you perish in battle.

End Game and Scoring
Each player’s battle ends when they can no longer place enemies on their 
board. Now it is time to assign attacks and score. For every one of your 
animals on the board (note: every square within a pattern is a single 
animal), draw a small line to the human they are attacking. If a human 
receives hits equal to its number of hits required, it is defeated and is 
crossed out. Otherwise, that human has survived and escaped. Once a 
viridian troop has attacked they are crossed o% so that their attack cannot 
be used again.

In the example above, the Guard the Keep 
battle goal requires the match to begin 
with the rolling of the dice to randomly 
shade in a 3x3 square.  !is will represent 
Viridian’s base camp. Each player will gain 
one point for every animal unit
surrounding it and lose 2 points for every 
human unit around it (defeated or not). If 
a 1 is rolled, re-roll the dice to ensure the 
base isn’t located on the edge of the map.

End of match goal 
results:
Viridian Units:
12 x 1 = 12 points
Human Units:
4 x 2 = 8 points

Total: 12 - 8 = 4 
4 Battle Goal Points 
will be recorded on this 
players scoresheet.

Option 2
Kim decides to focus on attacking the Mech. Mech’s require 4 hits. Since 
her Aviation attack can reach 2 squares away, she will combine 2 
Aviation units with her Special Forces to eliminate the Mech. Her 
Special Forces can use 2 attacks on 1 square, or 1 attack on 2 squares. 
But in this case she will not split the attack on two di%erent squares.



!e bottom right side of the playersheet has a place to tally scores. Place a tally 
next to each type of human that was defeated. Exterminators are worth 1 point, 
Torchers are worth 2, and Mechs are worth 4. A&er tallying up your scores for 
defeated enemies, add (or subtract) any points from your battle goal and this is 
your "nal score.

Check to see which players have accomplished the survival condition. !en, 
compare the scores of the surviving players and see who has the highest score. 
!is person is the winner, and the new Viridian High Marshall.

Step 1: Step 2:

Example: Donovan can no longer place the previous card’s geometric shape on his player sheet. He decides to begin 
assigning his attacks and recording the number of troops he has successfully removed from battle. Since mechs are 
worth the most points he decides to attack them "rst. His two aviation troops can easily reach the mech and his 
special forces are capable of using 1 attack on two separate squares. All four units deliver one attack to the mech and 
destroy it. !e 2 exterminators to their le& can be taken out with the special forces additional attack. !e mech and 
2 exterminators are crossed o% as well as the Viridian troops that spent their attack.

Campaign Mode
!e six battle goal cards can be strung together into one longer campaign of war. Shu$e the battle goal 
cards and draw one at random for each game. !ese represent each of the six battles of the campaign.

A&er each battle, players gain the respect of the High Marshall based on their "nal score. !e player with 
the highest respect at the end of the campaign wins and becomes Caal’s successor.

Players that win (or tie for "rst) in a speci"c battle, get the use of Caal’s personal assassin in the next battle. 
!is is a one square animal unit that can do four damage to adjacent enemies and is played at the end of the 
game, right before "nal scoring. 

At the beginning of games 2-6, the player with the current high respect score draws an extra human card 
before all other players draw their "rst human card together. !is signi"es the enemies targeting the strongest 
force to take them down.

Players that do not survive a battle score a zero for the battle because they needed to be dragged o% the 
battle"eld to the healer’s tent, but they live to "ght another day.

Difficulty
To increase the challenge, #ip only one animal card during animal placement.
To decrease the challenge, #ip three animal cards during animal placement.
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